U12 LADIES FOOTBALL POLICY 2016

Due again to the large number of players this year, we decided at the start of the year to enter 2 teams in the West Cork League, one into the A section and one into the C section.

In order to be fair to everyone we decided at the start of the year to play all the girls born 2004 on the A team for at least half an hour in the west cork A league games. (This could be in the first half or second half). Of course, this policy is all dependant on girl’s attendance at training and matches.

We also entered a second team in the West Cork C league whereby all the girls who have not been getting game time with the A team have got game time with the C team. While having an extra team to look after has been a huge extra commitment for the coaches, we feel that this was the right thing to do for the girl’s development and enjoyment for the year.

This policy which we have used thus far will continue for the West Cork A semi-final and final (if we get there).

Should we qualify for the county section, selection will be open to every player, irrespective of age. This is due to the fact that only one Valley Rovers team can qualify for county.

Thank you.

U12 coaches